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Abstract

This paper investigates the problem of bi⁃directional secure information exchange for a multiple⁃input single⁃output (MISO) broad⁃
cast channel in presence of potential and external eavesdroppers capable of decoding the confidential messages. Specifically, a
multi ⁃ antenna base station (BS) simultaneously sends wireless information and power to a set of dual ⁃ antenna mobile stations
(MSs) using power splitters (PSs) in the downlink and receives information in the uplink in full⁃duplex (FD) mode. We address the
joint design of the receiver PS ratio and the transmit power at the MSs, the artificial noise covariance, and the beamforming ma⁃
trix at the BS in order to guarantee the individual secrecy rate and energy harvesting constraints at each receiver, and the signal⁃to⁃
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the BS and MSs. Using semidefinite relaxation (SDR) technique, we obtain solution to the
problem with imperfect channel state information (CSI) of the self⁃interfering channels. Simulation results are presented to demon⁃
strate the performance of our proposed scheme.
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1 Introduction
ince the continuous operation of wireless devices is
mostly constrained by the limited capacity of their
power sources, radio frequency (RF) energy harvest⁃
ing (EH) has been identified as a promising tech⁃

nique to power future wireless devices. Technically, RF sig⁃
nals that carry information can also be used as a vehicle for
transporting energy at the same time. For this reason, the study
of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT) has attracted huge interest from industrial and aca⁃
demic communities [1]-[7]. Effectively, wireless data and ener⁃
gy access can be made available to mobile users through the
application of SWIPT, which in turn gives mobile users great
convenience. SWIPT technology has been practically deployed
in wireless communication networks. For example, [8] consid⁃
ered the practical deployment of SWIPT in a wireless sensor
network mounted at a remote and difficult⁃ to⁃access location,
and powered only by a battery with limited operation time. Re⁃
charging or replacing the battery may be inconvenient, and of⁃
ten attract huge cost. Consequently, electromagnetic energy
emanating from numerous radio and television broadcasting in

the environment may serve as an opportunistic as well as green⁃
er alternative for harvesting energy to power such devices.

SWIPT was first introduced in [9] to describe the trade⁃off
between the rates at which energy and dependable information
is transmitted over a noisy channel and thus, a capacity energy
function was proposed. A key assumption in [9] was the possi⁃
bility of the receiver capable of simultaneously decoding infor⁃
mation and harvesting energy from the same received signal.
However, this assumption does not hold in practice as practi⁃
cal circuits for harvesting energy from the received signal are
not able to decode information directly. Consequently, to facili⁃
tate wireless information and power transfer at the receiver, the
work done in [10] proposed two practical receiver architecture
designs for SWIPT, namely time switching (TS) and power
splitting (PS). Specifically, in the TS design architecture, the
receiver switches over time to achieve information decoding
and energy harvesting, while with PS, the receiver splits the re⁃
ceive signal into two streams of different power in order to de⁃
code information and harvest energy separately. It was shown
in [10] that PS generally achieves better performance than TS
as the TS receiver architecture scheme, in general, can be re⁃
garded as a special form of PS with only a binary split power ra⁃
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tio. In this paper, we focus on the PS design architecture.
Conventionally, half⁃duplex (HD) communication modes, in

which the transmission and reception of radio signals occur
over orthogonal time or frequency resources in order to avoid
crosstalk, have been employed for wireless communications.
Recent advances, however, suggest full⁃duplex (FD) communi⁃
cations that allow simultaneous transmission and reception of
signals over the same radio channel in order to maximally use
the limited available spectral resource [11], [12]. The key chal⁃
lenge to achieve FD communications is the presence of self⁃in⁃
terference (SI). Thus, for wireless communication systems to
communicate in FD mode, the generated SI must be significant⁃
ly suppressed, if not cancelled completely, to receiver’s noise
floor [13]. Digital SI cancellation (SIC) for FD wireless systems
was studied in [14]. Authors in [14] demonstrated the possibil⁃
ity of achieving SIC of 70 dB and 76 dB for antenna separation
and digital cancellation at 20 cm and 40 cm spacing, respec⁃
tively, between interfering antennas. It suffices to say therefore
that radios can work in FD if SI can be significantly sup⁃
pressed. Interestingly, the study of FD systems brings a new op⁃
portunity for SWIPT in FD systems [1], [7]. In particular, au⁃
thors in [1] investigated the end⁃to⁃end sum⁃rate maximization
approach for SWIPT in FD system while maintaining the ener⁃
gy harvesting threshold at each node by optimizing the receive
power splitter and transmit power at each node. In contrast, [7]
investigated the joint optimization of the transmit power at the
source nodes and the two ⁃ way relay beamforming matrix for
SWIPT with a FD MIMO amplify and forward (AF) relay em⁃
ploying PS, where the achievable sum⁃rate is maximized sub⁃
ject to energy harvesting and individual power constraints.

Wireless communication networks are susceptible to eaves⁃
dropping; however, SWIPT systems are more susceptible to
eavesdropping due to the inherent characteristics of SWIPT
and the open nature of wireless channel. The security issue in
SWIPT systems is therefore a critical issue that needs to be ad⁃
dressed. Existing works on communication security have adopt⁃
ed the cryptographic technique. Although this technique may
guarantee communication security to some degree in the appli⁃
cation layer, the suitability of these technique on SWIPT sys⁃
tems is not guaranteed since it requires complex encryption/de⁃
cryption algorithms and key distribution [15]. Alternatively,
physical ⁃ layer (PHY) security has been identified to perfectly
guarantee secure wireless information transmission against
eavesdropping by using the physical properties of wireless
channels such as fading and interference [16], [17]. In this con⁃
text, artificial noise (AN), injected into the transmitted signal,
is used to confuse the eavesdropper [18].

The fundamental study of the integration of PHY security
and SWIPT was first considered in [15]. In particular, authors
in [15] investigated the joint design of the beamforming vectors
and power allocation to maximize the secrecy rate or the total
harvested energy under a multi⁃user multiple⁃input single⁃out⁃
put (MISO) SWIPT scenario. The work done in [19] proposed a

robust secure transmission scheme which minimises the total
transmit power in a multi ⁃user MISO SWIPT system. In con⁃
trast, authors in [20] and [21] extended the study of PHY secu⁃
rity into a multiple ⁃ input multiple ⁃ output (MIMO) broadcast
SWIPT system. To maximise the secrecy rate in a MIMO
SWIPT scenario, [20] investigated the secure transceiver beam⁃
forming design while ensuring efficient energy harvesting. On
the other hand, authors in [21] considered the harvested ener⁃
gy maximization approach subject to secure information trans⁃
mission by designing the transmit covariance.

In contrast to existing works, this paper considers the novel
integration of SWIPT, FD technology and PHY security. In par⁃
ticular, this paper extends the secure HD MISO SWIPT com⁃
munication scenario in [22] to the FD case, where the harvest⁃
ed energy at the MSs is utilized to send feedback information
to the BS. We aim to minimize the end⁃to⁃end transmit power
for SWIPT in FD MISO systems (Fig. 1) while satisfying the se⁃
crecy rate at each MSs, and the QoS requirements for each MS
by optimizing jointly the receive PS ratio and the transmit pow⁃
er at the MSs, the beamforming matrix at the BS, and the AN
covariance matrix. Specifically, we assume perfect CSI, which
is accomplished from fine estimation by transmitting dedicated
training symbols at the receiver, for the uplink and downlink
channels for the MISO SWIPT system. In contrast, loop chan⁃
nels are assumed to be imperfect due to the fact that the distri⁃
bution of SI channels are unknown. Also, SI channel measure⁃
ment results obtained in [23] indicate that the SI channel has a
multipath nature. Specifically, it was shown in [23] that multi⁃
ple paths arising from SI channel measurements are known to
have higher power relative to the line of sight (LOS) path. Con⁃
sequently, there is the need to suppress SI with multiple path
nature, through the use of an adaptive cancellation technique
whose measurement can be used to cancel both the LOS path
and the delayed version of the same, which is not the objective

BS: base station MS: mobile station EH: energy harvesting ID: information decoder

▲Figure 1. An FD MISO SWIPT system.
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to be achieved in this work. Nonetheless, for convenience, SI
channels can be modelled as Gaussian channels [7]. Accord⁃
ingly, due to insufficient knowledge of the SI channel, a deter⁃
ministic model for channel uncertainties is considered, where
the magnitude of the estimation error as well as the SI power is
bounded. Since the problem is non⁃convex, we propose an al⁃
ternating optimization approach.

We denote scalars by non ⁃bold letters and boldface lower⁃
case letters are used to represent vectors, while boldface upper⁃
case letters are used for matrices. For a square matrix A ,Tr(A) , Rank(A) , AT and AH denote its trace, rank, transpose
and conjugate transpose, respectively, while A⪰0 means that
A is a positive semidefinite matrix. Also, In denotes an n × n
identity matrix,  ∙ returns the Euclidean norm. The distribu⁃
tion of a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) ran⁃
dom vector with mean μ and covariance matrix C is denoted
by y (μ,C) . Finally, ℂm × n denotes the space of m × n com⁃
plex matrices.

2 System Model and Problem Statement

2.1 System Model
In this paper, we consider the end ⁃ to ⁃ end transmit power

minimization approach for secure SWIPT in a MISO FD sys⁃
tem where the BS simultaneously transmits K independent
confidential messages to K dual ⁃ antenna (one for transmis⁃
sion, one for reception) receivers in the downlink, in the pres⁃
ence of L external single ⁃ antenna eavesdroppers, and re⁃
ceives information in the uplink in FD mode. In addition to the
external eavesdroppers, each receiver attempts to eavesdrop
messages intended for other receivers. Hence we call them po⁃
tential eavesdroppers. To ensure secure information transmis⁃
sion, AN is superimposed to the transmitted signal to confuse
these potential as well as the external eavesdroppers. We de⁃
note the number of transmit and receive antennas at the BS, re⁃
spectively, as Nt and Nr , and each MS uses an identical pair
of transmitter and receiver antennas for signal transmission
and reception. In the downlink transmission, the BS performs
transmit beamforming to send information to the receivers
while the MSs, using the harvested energy from the received
signal, send feedback to the BS in the uplink with transmit
power Pup,k,k = 1,...,K . Therefore, the complex baseband sig⁃
nal transmitted at the BS is expressed as

x =∑
k = 1

K

ak sk + b, (1)

where sk ∼ (0, 1) denotes the confidential message intend⁃
ed for the kth receiver, ak ∈ℂNt × 1 denotes the corresponding
precoding vector. b ∈ℂNt × 1 is the AN vector modelled as b∼

(0, V ), where V = bbH denotes the covariance matrix of

b . For convenience, we use = {1, . . . , K}, ℒ = {1, . . . , L}
and ℳk = {1, . . . , k-1, k+1, . . . , K} to denote the index set of
receivers, external eavesdroppers, and receivers except the kth
receiver, respectively. The received signal at the kth receiver
and lth external eavesdropper can be expressed as

yk = hH
dl,kx + hSI,kmk + zk,∀k, (2)

ye, l = gH
l x + ne, l,∀l, (3)

where hdl,k ∈ℂ1×Nt and gl ∈ℂ1×Nt represent the channel vec⁃
tors from the BS to the kth receiver, and from the BS to the lth
external eavesdropper, respectively, and mk denotes the infor⁃
mation bearing symbol transmitted by MSk . The antenna nois⁃
es at the kth receiver and the lth external eavesdropper are
modelled as zk ∼ (0, σ2

k ) and ne,l ∼ (0, σ2
e, l ). We as⁃

sume each receiver adopts the PS scheme to coordinate the pro⁃
cess of information decoding and energy harvesting. Specifical⁃
ly, a ρ portion of the received signal power is split to the infor⁃
mation decoder (ID) while the remaining (1−ρ) portion is split
to the EH. Accordingly, the signal split to the ID of MSk is giv⁃
en by

where za,k ∼ (0, σ2
a,k ) denotes the additional processing

noise introduced by the ID of the kth receiver. Consequently,
the signal⁃to⁃interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the ID of
the kth receiver can be expressed as

Also, the signal received at the EH of the kth receiver can be
written as

yEH
k = 1 - ρk

æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

j = 1

K

hH
dl,ka j sj + hH

dl,kb + hSI,kmk + zk ,∀k. (6)

Then, the energy harvesting rate (i.e., power) at the kth EH
can be expressed as [22]

Qk =ηk(1 - ρk)æ
è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

j = 1

K

||hH
dl,ka j

2 + hH
dl,kVhdl,k) +Pup,k ||hSI,k

2 +σ2
k , (7)

where ηk is the energy conversion efficiency which for nota⁃
tional simplicity is assumed to be unity throughout this paper.

y ID
k = ρk

æ

è

ç

ç
çç
ç

ç
ö

ø

÷

÷
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÷

÷
 
hH

dl,kak sk
desired signal

+
   
∑
j≠ k

K

hH
dl,ka j sj

interfering signal

+
 
hH

dl,kb
artificial noise

+
   
hSI,kmk

self interference
+ zk +

za,k,∀k. (4)

(5)Γk =
ρk ||hH

dl,kak

2

ρk(∑j≠ k ||hH
dl,ka j

2 + Tr(hH
dl,khdl,kV) + ||hSI,k

2
Pup,k +σ2

k) +σ2
a,k
.
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Meanwhile, the received signal at the BS can be written as
yBS =

   
∑
k = 1

K

hul,kmk

desired signal

+
    
∑
j = 1

K

HSI,BSa j sj

self interference

+ nBS, (8)

where hul is the channel vector from the MS to the transmit an⁃
tennas at the BS and nBS denotes the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vector at the BS modelled as nBS ∼ (0,
σ2

BSI ). To equalize the uplink signal from MSk , we assume
that the BS applies a receive beamformer wk expressed as giv⁃
en in [24]

sUL
k =wH

k hul,kmk +wH
k∑

j≠ k

K

hul, jmj +wH
k∑

j = 1

K

ΗSI,BSa j +wH
k nBS. (9)

Therefore, the SINR at the BS for the kth user’s signal can be
written as [24]

As in [22], we also assume that the legitimate receivers
themselves may attempt to overhear the signals transmitted to
other receivers and we want to guarantee secrecy against any
such attempt. As such, we denote the received SINR which cor⁃
responds to the signal transmitted for the kth receiver at the
mth potential eavesdropper and the lth external eavesdropper
as

and

Γk
l = ||gH

l ak

2

∑j≠ k ||gH
l a j

2 + gH
l Vgl +σ2

e, l
,∀k,∀l. (12)

In this work, the communication security is considered from
the viewpoint of individual security [25], [26]. Consequently,
the achievable individual secrecy rate at the kth receiver is giv⁃
en as [22]

Rk = éëê ù
û
úlog2(1 + Γk) - log2æè
ö
ø

1 + max∀m,∀l{ }Γm,k,Γk
l

+, (13)
where [x]+ = max (0, x).
2.2 Modelling the SI

Due to the insufficient knowledge of the SI channel, it is im⁃
possible to completely eliminate residual SI (RSI). For this rea⁃
son, we consider a deterministic model for imperfect SI chan⁃
nels. In particular, the actual SI channels hSI,k and HSI,BS are
assumed to respectively lie in the neighbourhood of the esti⁃
mated channels ĥSI,k and ĤSI,BS that are available at the corre⁃
sponding nodes. Therefore, the actual channels due to imper⁃
fect channel estimates can be modelled as

hSI,k = ĥSI,k +△hSI,k, (14a)
ΗSI,BS = Η̂SI,BS +△ΗSI,BS, (14b)

where △hSI,k and △HSI,BS represent the channel uncertainties
assumed to be bounded as

||△hSI,k = ||hSI,k - ĥSI,k ≤ ϵ1, (15a)
 △HSI,BS =  HSI,BS - ĤSI,BS ≤ ϵ2, (15b)

for some ϵ1,ϵ2 ≥ 0 . It is worth noting that the bounding values
{ }ϵk are dependent on the accuracy of the CSI estimates. Con⁃
sequently, to efficiently define the worst⁃case SI level, we mod⁃
ify (14a) and (14b) using the triangle inequality and the Cauchy⁃
Schwarz inequality, respectively [27]. It follows from (14a) and
(14b) that

||hSI,k
2 = |

|
|
| ( )ĥSI,k +△hSI,k

2 ≤ ( )|| ĥSI,k + ||△hSI,k
2 ≤

|| ĥSI,k
2 + ϵ2

1 + 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k ,
(16a)

 HSI,BSak

2 ≤  HSI,BS
2
 ak

2 =
 ĤSI,BS +△HSI,BS

2
 ak

2 ≤
( ) ĤSI,BS +  △HSI,BS

2
 ak

2 ≤
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ ĤSI,BS

2 + ϵ2
2 + 2 ĤSI,BS ϵ2  ak

2.

(16b)

Note that in the absence of statistical information about the er⁃
ror, we use ϵk to represent the minimal knowledge of the upper
⁃bound of the channel error which is sufficient enough to de⁃
scribe the error. Thus from (16a) and (16b), we obtain

max
||△hSI,k ≤ ϵ1

||hSI,k
2 ≤ || ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 + 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k , (17a)

In addition, it holds that

Here, we assume, in general, that || ĥSI ≥ ||△hSI implies that
the error ||△hSI is sufficiently small relative to the estimate or
the estimate is not meaningful. Consequently,

min
||△hSI,k ≤ ϵ1

||hSI,k
2 ≥ || ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 - 2 || ĥSI,k ϵ1. (19)

2.3 Problem Statement
In this work, we consider the case where each MSk is char⁃

(10)ΓBS
k = Pup,k ||wH

k hul,k
2

∑j≠ k

K Pup, j ||wH
k hul, j

2 +∑j = 1
K ||wH

k HSI,BSa j

2 +σ2
BS wk

2 .

(11)Γm,k = ||hH
dl,mak

2

∑j≠ k ||hH
dl,ma j

2 + hH
dl,mVhdl,m +Pup,m ||hSI,m

2 +σ2
m

,∀k,∀m,

max
 △HSI,BSak ≤ ϵ2

 HSI,BSak

2 ≤ æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ ĤSI,BS

2 + ϵ2
2 + 2 ĤSI,BS ϵ2  ak

2. (17b)

|
|

|
| ( )ĥSI,k +△hSI,k

2 ≥ ( )|| ĥSI,k - ||△hSI,k
2 ≥ || ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 - 2 || ĥSI,k

2
ϵ1. (18)
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acterised by strict quality of service (QoS) requirement. In par⁃
ticular, to ensure a continuous information transfer, the QoS
constraints require that the SINR of the downlink channel at
all times should be above a given threshold denoted by
γDL

k ,∀k . Furthermore, it is required that the harvested energy
by each MS must be above a certain useful level specified by a
prescribed threshold denoted by Qk,∀k . In addition, for the
uplink channel, we also assume that each MS is expected to
send feedback to the BS and a strict QoS is required such that
the SINR of the uplink channel is expected to be higher than a
given threshold denoted as γUL

k ,k = 1,...,K .
FD communication is feasible subject to the effective cancel⁃

lation of SI. As an increase in transmit power causes a corre⁃
sponding increase in the SI, it is important for communication
nodes to transmit at optimality. To this end, our aim is to mini⁃
mize the total transmit power while maintaining the achievable
secrecy rate and energy harvesting constraints at each receiver
as well as the non ⁃ zero uplink and downlink SINR
( γUL > 0; γDL > 0 ). We achieve this by jointly designing the
transmit beamforming vector ( a ) at the BS, the AN covariance
( V ), the uplink transmit power ( Pup,k ) and the receive PS ra⁃
tio ( ρk ) at MSk , k = 1,...,K . Thus we formulate the optimiza⁃
tion problem as

min
ak,ρk,wk,V,Pup,k

∑
k = 1

K

( ) ak

2 +Pup,k + Tr(V) s.t.
Rk ≥ rk,Qk ≥ Q̄k,ΓBS

k ≥ γUL,∀k,
V⪰0,0 <  ak

2 ≤Pmax,Γk ≥ γDL,∀k,
0 < ρk < 1,0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax),∀k,

(20)

where Rk and Q̄k , respectively, denote the required secrecy
rate and the energy harvesting constraints at each receiver.
Problem (20) can explicitly be written as given in (21). Prob⁃
lem (21) is a non⁃convex problem due to the coupled optimiza⁃
tion variables in the constraints, and hence it is very difficult
to solve in closed form. Thus, we solve (21) in an alternating
manner.

It is worth noting that the upper bound of the SI at the BS
and the MSk is obtained when the source node transmits at
maximum available power [24], i.e., Pup,k =  ak

2 =Pmax . Con⁃
sequently, we denote the upper⁃bounds of the SI power at the
BS and MSk as Ē and Ḡ , respectively. Thus, the optimization
problem in (21) can be upper bounded as given in (22).

To solve problem (22), first we observe that the QoS uplink
constraint does not have the PS coefficient and this is because
the BS does not need to harvest energy. As a consequence,
problem (22) can be decomposed into two sub⁃problems given
in (23) and (24),

min
wk,Pup,k

∑
k = 1

K

Pup,k

s.t.
Pup,k ||wH

k hul,k
2

∑j≠ k

K Pup, j ||wH
k hul, j

2 + Ē wk

2 +σ2
BS wk

2 ≥ γUL
k ,∀k,

0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax),

(23)

where Ē≜ æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ ĤSI,BS

2 + ϵ2
2 + 2 ĤSI,BS

2
ϵ2 KPmax,

-
Gk ≜ æ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷|| ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 + 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k Pmax, and

Ĝk ≜ æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷|| ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 - 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k Pmax are the SI power associated

with the energy harvesting constraints.

min
ak,ρk,wk,V,Pup,k

∑
k = 1

K

( ) ak

2 + Tr(V) +∑
k = 1

K

Pup,k

s.t.
||gH

l ak

2

∑j≠ k ||gH
l a j

2 + gH
l Vgl +σ2

l

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀l,

ρk ||hH
dl,kak

2

ρk
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷∑j≠ k ||hH

dl,ka j

2 + hH
dl,kVhdl,k + ||hSI,k

2
Pup,k +σ2

k +σ2
a,k

≥ γDL
k ,∀k,

||hH
dl,mak

2

∑j≠ k ||hH
dl,ma j

2 + hH
dl,mVhdl,m + ||hSI,k

2
Pup,k +σ2

m

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀m,

ηk(1 - ρk)æ
è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

j = 1

K

||hH
dl,ka j

2 +hH
dl,kVhdl,k + ||hSI,k

2
Pup,k +σ2

k ≥ Q̄k,
Pup,k ||wH

k hul,k
2

∑j≠ k

K Pup, j ||wH
k hul, j

2 +∑j = 1
K  HSI,BSa j

2 wH
k

2 +σ2
BS wk

2 ≥ γUL,∀k,

V⪰0,0 <  ak

2 ≤Pmax,
0 < ρk < 1,0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax).

(21)

min
ak,ρk,wk,V,Pup,k

∑
k = 1

K

 ak

2 + Tr(V) +∑
k = 1

K

Pup,k

s.t.
||gH

l ak

2

∑j≠ k ||gH
l a j

2 + gH
l Vgl +σ2

l

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀l,

ρk ||hH
dl,kak

2

ρk
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷∑j≠ k ||hH

dl,ka j

2 + hH
dl,kVhdl,k + æèç

ö
ø
÷|| ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 + 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k Pmax +σ2

k +σ2
a,k

≥ γDL
k ,∀k,

||hH
dl,mak

2

∑j≠ k ||hH
dl,ma j

2 + hH
dl,mVhdl,m + æ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷|| ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 + 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k Pmax +σ2

m

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀m,

ηk(1 - ρk)æ
è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

j = 1

K

||hH
dl,ka j

2 +hH
dl,kVhdl,k + æèç

ö
ø
÷|| ĥSI,k

2 + ϵ2
1 - 2ϵ1 || ĥSI,k Pmax +σ2

k ≥ Q̄k,

Pup,k ||wH
k hul,k

2

∑j≠ k

K Pup, j ||wH
k hul, j

2 + æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ ĤSI,BS

2 + ϵ2
2 + 2 ĤSI,BS

2
ϵ2 KPmax wk

2 +σ2
BS wk

2 ≥ γUL
k ,∀k,

V⪰0,0 <  ak

2 ≤Pmax,
0 < ρk < 1,0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax).

(22)
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min
ak,ρk,V,∑

k = 1

K

 ak

2 + Tr(V) s.t.
||gH

l ak

2

∑j≠ k ||gH
l a j

2 + gH
l Vgl +σ2

l

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀l,

ρk ||hH
dl,kak

2

ρk
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷∑j≠ k ||hH

dl,ka j

2 + hH
dl,kVhdl,k + Ḡ +σ2

k +σ2
a,k

≥ γDL
k ,∀k,

||hH
dl,mak

2

∑j≠ k ||hH
dl,ma j

2 + hH
dl,mVhdl,m + Ḡ +σ2

m

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀m,

ηk(1 - ρk)æ
è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

j = 1

K

||hH
dl,ka j

2 +hH
dl,kVhdl,k + Ĝ +σ2

k ≥ Q̄k,
V⪰0,0 < ρk < 1,0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax)
0 <  ak

2 ≤Pmax.

(24)

Note that problem (23) corresponds to optimizing the vari⁃
ables involved in the uplink while problem (24) corresponds to
those in the downlink. We then apply semidefinite relaxation
(SDR) to the sub⁃problems as discussed below.

3 Proposed Solution
Clearly, even with the fixed set of γk

e,γDL
k ,γUL

k ,∀k , problem
(22) is non⁃convex. As a result of the possibility of decompos⁃
ing problem (22) into two sub⁃problems, namely, problems (23)
and (24), we will solve problem (23) analytically and use SDR
technique to solve (24).

We first proceed by solving problem (23) to determine the
optimal value of P*

up,k and w*
k .

The optimal receiver ( w*
k ) can be defined as the Wiener fil⁃

ter [28]

w*
k = æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

j = 1

K

Pup, jhul, jh
H
ul, j + é

ë
êê

ù

û
úúσ2

j +∑
j = 1

K

 a j

2
I

-1
× Pup, j hul, j. (25)

For given w*
k , the problem (23) can be reformulated as

min
Pup,k
∑
k = 1

K

Pup,k (26a)
s.t.

Pup,k ||wH
k hul,k

2

∑j≠ k

K Pup, j ||wH
k hul, j

2 + Ē wk

2 +σ2
BS wk

2 ≥ γUL
k , (26b)

0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax),∀k. (26c)
Upon investigation, the optimal P*

up,k is the minimum Pup,k

which satisfies (26b) to equality. Consequently, optimal P*
up,kis given by

P*
up =

γUL
k
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷Ē wk

2 +σ2
BS wk

2

||wH
k hul,k

2 - γUL
k
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷∑j≠ k

K ||wH
k hul, j

2 . (27)

Then, by defining Ak = aka
H
k , Hdl,k = hH

dl,khdl,k and Gl = gH
l gl ,

problem (24) can be equivalently rewritten as

min
Ak,V,ρk ∈(0,1)∑k = 1

K Tr(Ak) + Tr(V) s.t.
Tr(G lAk)∑j≠ k

Tr(G lA j) + Tr(G lV) +σ2
l

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀l,

ρkTr(Hdl,kAk)
ρk( )∑j≠ k

Tr(Hdl,kA j) + Tr(HkV) + Ḡk +σ2
k +σ2

a,k
≥ γDL

k ,∀k,
Tr(Hdl,mAk)∑j≠ k

Tr(Hdl,mA j) + Tr(Hdl,mV) + Ḡ +σ2
m

≤ γk
e,∀k,∀m,

ηk(1 - ρk)æ
è
ç

ö

ø
÷∑

j = 1

K Tr(Hdl,kA j) +Tr(Hdl,kV) + Ĝk +σ2
k ≥ Q̄k,

V⪰0,0 <  ak

2 ≤Pmax,0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax),
rank(Ak) = 1,∀k.

(28)

Note that problem (28) is still non⁃convex due to the non⁃con⁃
vex rank ⁃ one constraints and the coupled optimization vari⁃
ables Ak and ρk . Applying SDR technique, after dropping the
rank⁃one constraint, problem (28) can be reformulated into the
following problem:

Clearly, from (29), both 1 ρk and 1/(1 - ρk) are convex func⁃
tions over ρk , so that problem (29) is convex and can be
solved using a disciplined convex programming toolbox such
as CVX [29]. Now, let A*

k , ∀k denotes the optimal solution to
problem (29). If each A*

k is rank⁃one, it follows that the opti⁃
mal solution of problem (24) can be obtained through eigenval⁃

(29)

min
Ak,V,ρk

∑
k = 1

K Tr(Ak) + Tr(V) s.t.
1
γk

e

Tr(GlAk) -∑
j≠ k

K Tr(GlA j) - Tr(GlV)≤σ2
l ,∀k,∀l,

1
γDL

k

Tr(Hdl,kAk) -∑
j≠ k

K Tr(Hdl,kA j) - Tr(Hdl,kV) - Ḡk ≥σ2
k + σ2

a,k
ρk

,∀k,
1
γk

e

Tr(Hdl,mAk) -∑
j≠ k

K Tr(Hdl,mA j) - Tr(Hdl,mV) - Ḡk ≤σ2
m,∀k,∀m,

∑
j = 1

K Tr(Hdl,kA j) +Tr(Hdl,kV) + Ĝk ≥ Q̄k

ηk(1 - ρk) -σ
2
k,∀k,

V⪰0,Ak⪰0,0 < ρk ≤1,0 <Pup,k ≤min(Q̄k,Pmax).
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ue decomposition of A*
k . Interestingly, as shown in Propos⁃

ition 1, problem (24) always yields rank⁃one optimal solutions
for A*

k,∀k .
Proposition 1: There always exists an optimal solution A*

k

for problem (29) such that rank (A*
k) = 1,∀k .

To summarise, Proposition 1 implies that the relaxation is
tight, and thus the globally optimal solution of problem (24)
can be obtained.

4 Numerical Examples
In this section, numerical examples are

provided. In particular, the performance of
the proposed joint beamforming design
(Joint Opt in Fig. 2) for secure SWIPT in
MISO FD systems is evaluated through
simulations. We simulate a flat Rayleigh
fading environment in which the channel
fading coefficients are characterized as
complex Gaussian numbers with zero
mean and are independent and identically
distributed, and we assume there are K = 2
MSs and all MSs have the same set of pa⁃
rameters, i.e., σ2

k =σ2, δ2
k = δ2, Q̄k =Q,

γDL
k = γDL, γUL

k = γUL, and yE = -15 dB .
We also assume that 70% of the SI power
has been cancelled using existing SI can⁃
cellation techniques [14]. All simulations
are averaged over 1000 independent chan⁃
nel realizations.

In Fig. 2, we investigate the achievable
secrecy sum ⁃ rate for secure SWIPT in
MISO FD system versus the uplink SINR
target for all MSs for fixed values of the
downlink SINR ( γDL = -5 dB), the harves⁃
ted power threshold, and the eavesdropper’
s SINR ( yE = -15 dB ). Fig. 2 shows the
performance comparison between the joint
optimization and the fixed ρ optimization.
As can be observed, an increase in the up⁃
link SINR corresponds to a decrease in the
secrecy sum⁃rate due to increase in trans⁃
mission power which invariably increases
the generated SI. However, the joint opti⁃
mization scheme outperforms the fixed ρ
optimization. Also, as the harvested power
threshold increases, the secrecy sum ⁃ rate
decreases, but the joint optimization
scheme outperforms the fixed ρ optimiza⁃
tion scheme.

In Fig. 3, we further investigate the
achievable secrecy sum ⁃ rate for secure

SWIPT in MISO FD system versus the harvested power thresh⁃
old for given values of the uplink and downlink SINR. As can
be observed, as the harvested power threshold increases, the
secrecy sum rate increases. Technically, an increase in the har⁃
vested power allows more power to be directed to the ER of
each MS, thus less power for SI, which invariably increases the
secrecy sum⁃rate.

In Fig. 4, the achievable secrecy sum ⁃ rate for secure

SINR: signal⁃to⁃interference plus noise ratio

▲Figure 2. Secrecy sum⁃rate versus SINR γUL .

▲Figure 3. Secrecy sum⁃rate versus harvested power.
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SWIPT in MISO FD system versus the residual SI is investigat⁃
ed. In particular, we investigate the performance comparison of
the proposed system for both joint optimization, and optimiza⁃
tion with a fixed ρ . Clearly, an increase in the RSI results in a
corresponding decrease in the achievable secrecy rate. Howev⁃
er, the joint optimization scheme outperforms the optimization
scheme with fixed ρ . Thus, a need for joint optimization is jus⁃
tified.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the secure beamforming de⁃

sign for SWIPT in MISO FD system. To reduce SI and achieve
secure FD transmission, the end ⁃ to ⁃ end sum transmit power
has been minimized subject to the given SINR and harvested
power constraints for each MS. In particular, to achieve opti⁃
mal system performance, using SDR technique, we jointly opti⁃
mized the transmit beamforming vector at the BS, and the re⁃
ceived PS ratio and the transmit power at the MSs, and the AN
covariance matrix. We show the need for joint optimization of
system parameters through the numerical results.

RSI: residual self⁃interference
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